You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for NILFISK BA 340. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the NILFISK BA 340 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Read it thoroughly before operating the machine. @@@@Read all instructions before using this machine. The Nilfisk floor cleaning machine and the
accessories supplied by the manufacturer are suitable for scrubbing hard floors. The use of non-Nilfisk accessories may impair the safe operation of the
machine. Do not allow machine to be used as a toy. Close attention is necessary when operating near children. 4. Use the machine only as described in this
manual. Do not handle the machine with wet hands. 6.
Do not insert any object into openings. Do not use with any opening blocked; keep free of dust, lint, hair, and anything that may reduce air flow. 7. Keep
clothing, hair, fingers, and all parts of body away from openings and moving parts. 8.
Do not pick up anything that is burning or producing smoke, such as cigarettes, matches, or hot ashes, or any health endangering dusts. 9. Do not use to pick
up flammable or combustible liquids such as petrol, or in areas where they may be present. 10. Only persons those people who have been trained (with the
machine) and know about the risks may: operate the machine; service it; repair it.
11. For repairs, use original Nilfisk spare parts only. The use of other similar parts will automatically exclude the manufacturer liability. 12. When cleaning
and servicing the machine, local or national regulations must be applied for the safe disposal of liquids which may contain chemicals, grease, oil, acid,
alkalines or other dangerous liquids. 13. @@@@Call Nilfisk for repair parts or service. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ cAUTION!
@@@@@@@@Moving parts - unplug batteries before servicing. cAUTION! The brush locking screw has a left hand thread. Screw in safety screw with
washer and tighten brush.
Use extreme caution when working with batteries. @@Wear safety glasses and protective clothes. 4. Do not allow any tool to touch more than one battery
terminal at a time. 5. Do not place any objects, tools or jewellery on top of the batteries. Batteries that are not installed and connected properly may damage
the electrical components. Inspect batteries for cracks or other damage before installing them. Coat the terminal and posts with grease or vaseline. 12.
Cover battery poles with plastic caps. Brush pressure adjustment + more brush pressure = turn setscrew to the right. - less brush pressure = turn setscrew to
the left. Fill the solution tank with a cleaning solution. Do not fill up the solution tank completely: leave 2.
5 cm from the top of the tank. The solution should be a mixture of water and a cleaning chemical according to the type of job. For best results, move machine
at a slow walking speed. In case of heavy soilage, scrub floor first with water and switch vacuum motor OFF. Then scrub floor again and pick up the water.
cAUTION! To avoid damaging the floor, keep the machine moving while the brush is turning. When the float closes, the recovery tank must be emptied. The
machine will not pick up water with the float closed. When the recovery tank is full, turn the master switch OFF. remove the recovery tank and drain it.
Remove the draining hose and drain the recovery tank in a road drain well or a bucket (only with membrane tank). Before assemblying it again, rinse tank
with clean water. Press the foot peddle down to raise brush and squeegee. 3. Empty solution tank and rinse it with clean water.
4. Empty recovery tank and rinse it with clean water. Clean them with clean water or replace it if damaged. Clean it with air or replace it if clogged. 10. Store
the machine in a clean, dry place. @@Turn the master switch off. @@) Number of brushes Brush diameter Brush speed Brush pressure max. @@Do not
carry the machine with a folded down handle bar. Carry the machine only on the specified positions.
.
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